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1st Annual NER Family Summer Party – Saturday July 21st

Does your family ever complain when you leave them at home to go to a Porsche event? This year NER is having
its first family picnic on Sunday July 21st from noon to 4 at the German American Club in Walpole. There will
be games and races for kids (and perhaps for those that act like kids) plus a band, smoke house BBQ, German
beer and a People’s Choice Concours. $15.00 gets adults a wristband for the food, kids are free. Please talk this
up among your Porsche circle so we get a good turnout and can make this an annual event. Get your tickets here
today!
From Past NER President, Kristin Larson…”As many of you know, my PCA days started at a young age. As
I saw it, my parents dragged me to racetracks all summer long. I did not particularly like these weekends as I
wanted to spend them at the community pool hanging out with my school friends.
But there was one event that I looked forward to each summer. NNJR had been hosting a Family Summer Picnic
for some time and, to a girl at age 8, it was the Event of the Year. There were food, games and the focus was NOT
on the cars, but having a good time with the people”.
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Editor’s Corner

A Porsche Potpourri
You may have noticed (we hope!) and enjoyed some of the recent past online editions
of our NOR’EASTER have had a conscious
“theme.” For example, for March 2018 the
theme was around car museums, and for April
it involved the aspect of building things by
hand. Credit to Sterling Vernon for developing this concept, which makes the NOR’EASTER more than just a digital newsletter and
provides interesting content that entertains
and informs readers.
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However, not every edition will have a theme.
This issue is decidedly theme-less! There is
such a wide variety of activities and events
going on at this (the best!) time of year that it
could not be contained within a single theme.
And that’s O.K. We still think you will enjoy
reading about and viewing pictures that provide a wide cross section of members enjoying their cars and the ownership experience.
In fact, it seems to us that this is the real theme

delegance-at-prowse-farm-cantonma/

of every issue of your NOR’EASTER!
You’ll read about things such as the worldwide celebration of the 70th anniversary of
the production of the very first Porsche automobile - #SportsCarTogether. Anker BergSonne and Gary Cooper both drove over
2,000 miles round trip to the Blue Ridge Boxster Summit. Tom Tate reports on the prestigious Greenwich (CT) Concours d’Elegance
and German Car Day at the Larz Anderson
Museum of transportation. Bill Seymour
continues on his personal journey deeper into
the world of DE and track life. We’re sure
we’re leaving something out of this potpourri
of automobile awesomeness.

Busy, busy, busy we are! In fact, so busy we
are asking for help.
With summer in full swing, vacations,
and PCA events every week it has become clear that the communications
team needs to be expanded in order to
ensure that we have the NOR’EASTER ready for publishing at the start
of every month. If you are interested
in getting more involved and either
have experience with or would like
to learn desktop publishing, send an
email to communications@porschenet.com. Layout of the NOR’EASTER
is done with Adobe InDesign and is
done during the last two weeks of
the month preceding publication. Depending on the number of submissions
the total time spent laying out the
magazine ranges from 20 to 40 hours
shared between all team members.

We’d be remiss if we didn’t remind you of the
many great activities and events on the horizon, which - as always - you can view on the
club website here:
https://porschenet.com/events/
Cars and Coffee, weekly Porsches on the
Cape, DE, NER AX #1 (finally!), SoBo, etc.
are all great opportunities to get out and enjoy the precious 13 weeks of spectacular New
England summer. And please do not miss
these two featured events:
The First Annual NER Summer Party - a great time for the whole family
- on July 21st https://porschenet.com/
events/first-annual-ner-summer-party/

And don’t forget to help us by submitting
yours stories and pictures. We’d love to publish more things from people other than the
“usual suspects.”
Enjoy and happy Summer!
Your Communications Team,
Anker, Gary and Sterling

The NER Concours d’Elegance at
Prowse Farm on August 26th https://
porschenet.com/events/ner-concours-
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In this tumultuous environment, do you know what is driving
your retirement portfolio?

Customized Investment Solutions Since 2003
Removing the stress of the investment experience for individuals who have a lot to lose.
www.assabetadvisors.com

508-351-9666

4 Smith Road, Northborough, MA 01532

Wayne M. Ushman, CFA - Managing Director

The NOR’EASTER
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Robert E. Jacobsen - Director/ CCO

Ever Dream Of Driving A 911 RSR?
Now you can.
Anytime you want to.

With summer in full swing, vacations, and
PCA events every week it has become clear
that the communications team needs to be
expanded in order to ensure that we have the
Nor’Easter ready for publishing at the start of
every month.
If you are interested in getting more involved
and either have experience with or would like
to learn desktop publishing, send an email to
communications@porschenet.com.
Layout of the Nor’Easter is done with Adobe InDesign and is done during the last two
weeks of the month preceeding publication.
Depending on the number of submissions the
total time spent laying out the magazine ranges from 20 to 40 hours.

Virtual Reality has changed the world of racing simulation. When you add in a
VR Motion Labs 3DOF motion simulator that is properly tuned for precise
synchronized movement, the level of immersion is very real.
You are there at the track, in the car and in the race. You feel the car. You feel
the steering. You feel the oversteer. You'll feel that backend break loose.
And best of all, you can practice or race anytime you want, at almost any track
and in any kind of weather.
Make an appointment and stop by for a test drive
or book time in one of our simulators online.
Custom built VR racing simulators featuring
3DOF motion with pitch, roll and traction loss.
Dedicated simulator rental available for 1/2 hour
and 1 hour sessions with or without instruction.
See our website for details or call 617-365-3231.
9

VR Motion Labs
Racing Simulators

385 Court Street, Suite 303
Plymouth, MA 02360

www.vrmotionlabs.com
July 2018

Porsche’s 70th birthday, Sportscar Together Day

June 8th 2018 marked the 70th birthday of our
favorite sports car brand, Porsche. To celebrate the
event a number of local Porsche dealerships hosted
Cars & Coffee. Enjoy images of the people and
cars that joined in the celebration.

The NOR’EASTER
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The Long & Winding Road

- Bill Seymour, NER President

The Joys of DE
I have fun and I’ll let
you (whether you
are also an instructor, never attended a
DE or somewhere in
between) decide if
it sounds like fun to
you. First and foremost, like all of our
NER PCA events,
“it’s the people not just the cars.” I have lots of friends
that I don’t see outside of DE – so I always look forward to seeing them and catching up. You are pretty
busy at a DE (very busy if you are an instructor with
two students) but there is always some time to talk to
friends, hear good car stories and check out nice cars.
But of course the big whoop is driving which is always
fun and occasionally is REALLY fun. At Thompson
I went out in Dave and Kristin’s Cayman Interseries
car (thanks! What an incredible car!) and immediately
had Jason (a fantastic driver – he’s joined us for an endurance race – with a 550hp Camaro) and John (500hp
Mustang) in my mirrors. I pointed them by and gave
chase. John, seeing that I was faster in the corners,
pointed me back by so I was a Porsche sandwich with
Detroit bread. And around we went for the whole ses-

In my progression from “Autocross with an occasional
DE” to “more DE than Autocross” to “Low level wheelto-wheel, DE and very little Autocross” it might be inferred that there is a pecking order and I’m moving up.
As a former many-year Autocross Chair and Autocross
evangelist I really don’t want to promote that belief –
there are many great drivers (much better than me) who
are content to focus on Autocross and enjoy its many
advantages (one day, actual competition, much lower
cost, no risk of car damage, etc.). And I really like to
encourage our members to try Autocross first before
they do DE for the car control benefits it provides. Further, I will point out that I have never seen a good Autocrosser who is a bad DE driver (maybe some are not
great DE drivers because they aren’t smooth, but they
aren’t bad) but I have seen good DE drivers who were
not good at Autocross. But, having said all that, for me
I have found my path to be one of increasing challenge
and enjoyment.
While I really enjoy the endurance races, I still enjoy
going to an autocross (have only been to the school so
far this year as the first event, oddly, is in July) or a DE.
And I have been to two DE’s as of this writing (Thompson and Palmer). As a DE instructor my experience
at an event will be different, of course, from someone
who is attending her first event. But let me tell you why

The NOR’EASTER
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sion, all with huge grins on our faces.
But there is a lot of reward, and fun, in being an instructor (and if you haven’t done a DE, stick with me and see
if it sounds like it would be fun to be a student). I had
two students at Thompson. Marcos is an experienced
driver but new to NER so he had to have an instructor
certify him to drive solo (actually two instructor checkouts are required). He has an old Alfa Romeo and is
keen to be signed off so that he can participate in Vintage Days (although I hear that lots of instructors were
available at the first one – so if you are interested and
not a solo driver, see if you can get in anyway). As
expected Marcos was fine, ran at a good pace but not
scary and the other instructor agreed so he is now in
Blue.
My other student, Will, was in Green and it was the
first time he had ever driven on a track. His Dad has
a GT3 RS but made the very good decision to require
him to use his own car, a Suburu Impreza (and I don’t
mean one of those WRX STI models, this was a little
station wagon thingie and we removed the wheel covers from the steel wheels as they probably would have
popped off – we are talking REAL slow). But Will was
a gamer, took input very well and showed constant improvement despite getting a lot of left arm exercise as
he pointed Porsches by. I find that one of the most productive aspects of instructing is to take a student for a
ride in the next higher run group. It both shows them
proper lines but also gives confidence in what the car
can do. I have had students say things like “I never
knew a car could do that!” So I borrowed Kristin and
Dave’s Cayman (it has a passenger seat, mine doesn’t)
and took Will out. We talked around a slow lap and
then I picked up the pace. There was absolutely silence for almost a whole lap and then I hear “Wow!”
But the really good part is that towards the end of the
last day we got some rain. Remember Suburu? As in
four wheel drive? Will and I collectively modified a
few lines to accommodate to the reduced traction and
guess who got some point-by’s by some very sheepish
Porsche drivers. I’m sure he will be back (and someday
get to drive the GT3 I hope) – and, of course, so will I.
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Blue Ridge Boxster Summit 20

I’m going to take the easy way out on my column this
month, and not write a story about our trip to the 20th
annual Blue Ridge Boxster Summit. I know, I know
- you are heartbroken not to have more of my writing NOT! I have a few reasons. First, I’ve already written
about this for two years in a row. Second, my Co-Editor - Anker Berg-Sonne - attended for the first time and
his column in this issue is about the experience from a
newcomer’s perspective and I don’t want to take away
your reading his column.
However - needless to say - I am a big fan of this

event. It is not affiliated with PCA or any other group
(although I’d guess the overwhelming number of attendees are PCA members). It’s just a bunch of people
who are passionate about Boxsters (even if they no longer drive one) - but, more so, simply enjoy each other’s
company.
I highly recommend it to any Boxster
or Boxster Coupe (i.e. Cayman) owners. All attendees
share group experiences and have their own individual
journeys so what I will do is share some of my pictures
(with captions) of the event. I hope you enjoy them!

This was not what we were hoping for on our 1,000 mile drive - a five mile backup (car carrier fire) in NJ!
The NOR’EASTER
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You know things are looking up when you get this view out your window.

One of many scenic stops on the Blue Ridge Parkway - Mabry Mill.
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We like to stop at the Blue Ridge Music Center for a little live bluegrass to set the mood.

There aren’t many rules at BRBS, but one is that once you’ve attended in a Boxster you are free to bring any
other car. This attendee brought his beautiful Acura NSX.
The NOR’EASTER
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We chose a winery tour for our Day 1 “fun run.” There are 5-6 such runs to choose from each day.

No matter your fun run choice, you are bound to be rewarded with scenes such as this.
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BRBS is based at the Switzerland Inn in Little Switzerland, NC. We opted to stay at a charming AirBnB cottage
just off property.

The NOR’EASTER
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Each night’s dinner has a theme - this was German night (alas, no lederhosen for me).
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We did encounter some wild weather and frequent thunderstorm and flash flood warnings, but the show went
on.

Day 2 brought us to Charlotte Motor Speedway.
The NOR’EASTER
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That place is HUGE!

Some chose Behind the Wall tours, Ride Alongs, and piloting a NASCAR vehicle on the Richard Petty Experience. All got 5 triple-digit mph parade laps around the big banked oval.
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On Day 3 we chose to go off on our own to explore some local roads and to visit the historic Mast General
Store. It’s like going back in time.

There’s nothing like a lazy lunch on a southern porch!
The NOR’EASTER
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Of course, if you visit you’ll want to sample some authentic NC BBQ if you decide to attend.

Once the festivities are over, the long drive home awaits. We always take time to make a few stops (priors have
included Monticello and Gettysburg). This year we visited the home of my grandfather and ran into two gentleman from Florida who were driving their Model A’s to Vermont. This kind of dwarfs 1,000 miles in the comfort
of a modern era Boxster!
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This is our version of Almost Heaven - driving, scenic and socializing heaven, that is - the Blue Ridge Boxster
Summit in Little Switzerland, NC. You can learn about the event at www.brbs.org.

The NOR’EASTER
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2018 Board of Directors

Committee Chairs

President: Bill Seymour
president@porschenet.com

Autocross Chair: Chris Ryan
autocrosschair@porschenet.com

VP Driving: Adam Schwartz
driving@porschenet.com

Autocross Registration: Jeff Johnson
autocrossreg@porschenet.com

VP Administration: Glenn Champagne
admin@porschenet.com

Concours d’Elegance: Rick Archambault
concours@porschenet.com

VP Communications: Gary Cooper
communications@porschenet.com

Driver Education: John Dunkle
trackchair@porschenet.com

Treasurer: Robert Jacobsen
treasurer@porschenet.com

DE Registration: Stan Corbett
tcreg@porschenet.com

Secretary: Nick Durham
secretary@porschenet.com

DE Tech: Chip Wood
tech@porschenet.com

Membership: Anker Berg-Sonne
membership@porschenet.com

Chief Driving Instructors: Charlie Kenney,
Dick Anderson
chiefinstructor@porschenet.com

Past President: Kristin Larson
pastpresident@porschenet.com

Instructor Development: Ann Anderson
instdev@porschenet.com

Zone 1 Rep: Mike Bryan
mike@brycorp.ca

DE Communications: Sterling Vernon
decomm@porschenet.com
Ramblemeister: Dennis Friedman
ramble@porschenet.com

Real Advice.
Real Results.
When you are really ready to
buy or sell, I’m available to
make it really happen.
Specializing In:

Back Bay
Bay Village
Beacon Hill
Brookline
Charlestown

Leather District
Midtown
North End
Seaport
South End

Search all MLS listings at robbcohen.com
Robb Cohen
ENGEL & VÖLKERS, Boston
Principal · Broker
9 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor
Mobile +1-617-962-0142
robb.cohen@evusa.com
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©2014 Engel & Völkers. All rights reserved. Each
brokerage independently owned and operated. Engel &
Völkers and its independent License Partners are Equal
Opportunity Employers and fully support the principles
of the Fair Housing Act.
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Palm Beach FL that were intended to be luxury cars.
They were fitted with Chrysler hemi V8 engines on a
race chassis that was shipped to Italy to be completed by
Summer is here and the car show circuit is going full Vignale using aluminum bodies. Of the 25 cars built,
speed ahead. It seems that car people like to stand 20 coupes and 5 convertibles, all still exist and 23 were
around all day looking at the same cars they saw last lined up at the show.
year. I do notice that most have stopped taking photos
of the same cars they snapped with their phone last year, Some were local but many were shipped in from collecmaybe there isn’t unlimited storage on an Iphone after tions as far away as Alaska and Japan. When you think
about the effort that the owners made to put them all on
all.
the grass, getting cars to a PCA Concours seems pretty
I had a chance to attend the Greenwich Concours d’El- easy. Of course it’s a pretty small group and everyone
egance the first weekend of June and saw some great knows each other but it was quite a sight to see. There
cars on display. The Saturday show is for American cars was an opportunity to become a member of that small
and International cars are shown on Sunday. The fea- club as a “lost” C3 project was sold at the Bonham’s auctured marque this year was the cars built in the early tion on Sunday for $313k. The winning bidder was al50’s by Briggs Cunningham. He built 25 C3 models in ready an owner of another C3 so I guess the Club didn’t
get any larger.

Summertime is Showtime

There was a nice selection of Porsches
and with limited space the models chosen (you have to submit your car for consideration months in advance) made a
great display. There were a few 356s including a PreA convertible, a Speedster
and a Carrera 2.
A Cars and Coffee gathering at Larz Anderson Museum of Transportation the
day before German Car Day brought out
a huge crowd, so large that the lawn was
filled and the front entrance was closed
at 9:15. That is over 350 cars that were up
early for a free cup of coffee and a pastry.
The NOR’EASTER
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With perfect weather the following day,
German Car Day was also a sell out by
9:46 am. A new rule this year was to keep
us off the grass until 8 am. That was a good
idea because it gave the vendors a chance
to get their spots set up without having to
get into a discussion with an entrant about
where they were parking. The vendor field
has been growing nicely the last few years
and their goods and services (and food)
offered are a real plus for car guys.
It was a bad idea because it backed up
traffic out on the street as many arrived
well before 8 to get that special spot that
they’ve had for years. I was told that some
had been there since 6:30 am. They final
caved about 7:45 and everyone rolled in to
park.

ber. I have placed cars together in previous years and it
is a lot more work and I understand the first come first
I just happened to arrive as the gate was swinging open served theory but I miss the days when all the various
and was the second car in and with another 356 leading, marques were together. I guess that it’s because of the
I drove straight to a shady spot under the largest oak big turnouts and that is a good problem to have.
tree on the property.
One other little problem came up this year when the
The Museum now parks the cars in the order that they ballots were counted for Best Porsche. There was a great
arrive so if you wanted to park next to your friends they turnout of the various years and models. We saw 356s
better come in when you do and some did exactly that. 914s, 944s, 928s and all manner of 911s. Not a lot of earA large group of modern Audis met down the street and ly, long nose, cars but many GT2s, GT3s and GT4s. Â
22 of them came in together. We called their area Audi
Park. It was nice to be able to see them all together but The problem was that the winning Porsche was not a
various BMWs, Porsches and Mercedes were scattered Porsche at all. Oops. The top vote getter was a 550 Spyall over the property. That made it difficult when it came der replica. It was a great car but with a VW engine and
time to select candidates to put on your Peoples Choice a fiberglass body modeled after a Porsche 550 Spyder
ballot because you had to go find them to get the num- from the 50’s it should not have been in the Porsche
class.
As a Club we have faced classification problems before, the 914 that won the 356 class years ago comes
to mind. PCA national does not allow replicas to enter
their Concours at all but the Northeast Region is a little
more flexible. And in fact the annual show scheduled
for Aug 26 this year at Prowse Farm in Canton will have
a section to display replicas. Any Porsche enthusiast is
welcome at our events even if it’s a replica. We will just
make sure that when the awards are done we will have
the right cars in the Porsche classes. I can assure you
that those cars will be organized according to model
and comparisons will be easy on both spectators and
judges. Hope to see you there.
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BACK TO BASICS
Anker Berg-Sonne,
Membership Chair

Blue Ridge Boxster Summit
It wasn’t long after we bought FUNTOY and joined
NER that we first heard about the Blue Ridge Boxster
Summit (BRBS). It may have been the first time we met
Ellen and Gary Cooper at a Cars & Coffee in Rhode
Island, but it could also have been in one of the on-line
discussion groups that I started following. The PCA
Boxster Register group and Pedro’s Board are both
dedicated to Boxsters and have a lot of BRMS fans.
So what is the BRBS? Its an annual meet of Boxster
owners that takes place in late May/early June on the
Blue Ridge Parkway in North Carolina. It is not affiliated with the PCA or any other organization and has
grown from 5 cars 20 years ago to just under 100 this
anniversary year. The only rule is that the first time
you attend you must be in a Boxster. After that you can
come in any car you want, but most bring Bosters. It
has its own web site, brbs.org, where you can view the
program, sign up, and see who else will be there.

two weeks we put right around 5000 miles on FUNTOY proving to us that there is enough baggage space,
enough reliability and enough comfort in a Boxster for
two people on vacation. So we decided that this year
our Boxster vacation was going to be to BRBS.

All indoor activities take place at the main venue, the
Last year we took an extended road trip to Nova Sco- Little Switzerland Inn, which is large, but doesn’t have
tia, Cape Breton Island and Prince Edward Island. Over enough room for everybody, so signing up early is important, especially if you are a newcomer because previous attendees who have stayed at the inn have priority, and after that rooms are allocated in the order you
signed up. So we got on the list as soon as we could.
For a while it looked really iffy whether we could make
it. My better half, Kirsten, ran into health problems that
would require treatment all through winter, spring and
into summer, but luck was with us and we were able to
fit BRBS into the schedule. We were also lucky to get a
room in the Inn.
This spring we decided that it was time for each of us to
have a Boxster, so we bought FUNBOX, a Guards Red
The NOR’EASTER
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2002 base for Kirsten, which we chose for the BRBS The next morning we linked up in Roanoke and climbed
trip.
up into the Blue Ridge. We didn’t see much of it, for
at times the fog was so thick that we could barely see
Gary and Ellen were also going and we decided to com- Gary ahead of us and at other times there were torrenmunicate by phone, but not start out caravaning. They tial dowpours. We did have a couple of quick stops, but
planned to leave quite early and we wanted to take it the fog and rain really slowed us down, as did a long
easy, but not long after we crossed the Tappan Zee we detour around a section of the parkway that was washed
saw a blue Boxster ahead of us and yes, it was them, so out. But finally arrived at the inn, exhausted.
we linked up, which was great, because not long after
we sat on the freeway for over an hour waiting for an It was immediately apparent that the BBRBS is incredaccident to get cleared up, so we had time to chat.
ibly well organized and extremely focused on socializing. At the opening reception there was a game that
required that you find
people who matched
desciptions
like
“change your own
oil”, “has been to every BRBS”. Finding
people matching the
descriptions was a lot
of fun, at at times chaotic.
If you look at the program posted on the
BRBS web site you
can see that they have
a lot of choices for
29
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what you can do during the day. We
chose one of the runs on the parkway
with a lunch stop at a barbeque place.
We were broken into two groups, one
for very spirited drivers and another for
somewhat less spirited. We were glad
we had choosen the less spirited, because it was anything but slow. In the
evening there was a group buffet dinner.
The next day everybody went to the
Charlotte Raceway where we had lunch
and then parade runs. We were broken
up into four different groups that each
would run five laps behind a pace car.
Kirsten went first and the pace was anything but sedate. At one point she had
bucket list, so that was a huge success. After the parade
to drive in triple digits to keep up with the cars ahead. laps there were opportunities to ride as a passenger in
Turns out that driving over 100 mph was an item on her a NASCAR racer or be the driver next to an instructor.

The NOR’EASTER
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on we took off. Lots of blind corners. Unfortunately we
caught up with the motorcycles ahead of us, stopped
again for a while. took off and guess what, caught up
with them again. Fortunately, because shortly after that
we came to a point where the road was partially washed
out and restricted to one lane. No warning and right
before a blind curve.
The next day Kirsten decided to takea rest, so I joined
up with a group that hiked to one of the many waterfalls.
Because of the heavy rains the waterfall was beautiful.
In the evening there was the usual cocktain hour followed by the dinner. This time German themed. And
then awards and door prizes. One tradition is appointing a king and queen of the BRBS. They don’t know
that it is happening and could be anybody. This year the
queen was a newcomer.
Next morning we headed home. It took forever to get
off the parkway because of road closures, but at least
this time we could see the mountains. The bad news
was that traffic has picked up. After that the dreaded
Interstate 81 where I managed to get a warning to slow
down by a trooper when I blasted by the trucks stuck in
the passing lane. Overnight in Harrisburg and then the
final stretch home.
So why do the BRBS? The Blue Ridge Parkwas is gorWe didn’t sign up for that and as soon as the parade laps geous and ideal for a Porsche, especially a convertible,
were over we caravaned up to the low point of the Dia- like a Boxster. It is also a great opportunity to socialize,
mondback, one of the famous twisty, curvy roads. After meet new people and have a ton of fun with them. Is it
leaving some space in front of us and turning the GoPro worth the 1000 mile trip? Absolutely!
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VIP’s - Very Important Porschephiles
New members as of July 1, 2018
Brian Buckley, Bridgewater, MA, 1990 911 Carrera 2
Michael Clarkson, Hanover, MA, 2002 Boxster
Stephen Fawell, Framingham, MA, 2013 911 Carrera 4S
Tim Haney, Westwood, MA, 2017 Cayman S
Kevin Harrison, West Falmouth, MA, 2002 911 Carrera Cabriolet
Will Hart, Cumberland, RI, 2015 Cayenne Diesel
Thomas Heer, Dover, MA, 1972 914, 1985 944
Adam Hoffman, Acton, MA, 2006 Cayman S
Elaine Labelle, Acushnet, MA, 2012 Boxster
Kim Mercanti, Boylston, MA, 2012 Cayman
Edward Pastor, Marlborough, MA, 2016 Cayman
David Quigley, Warwick, RI, 1985 944
Davendra Rao, Maynard, MA, 2018 Macan S
Don Rossi, Boxford , MA, 1999 Boxster
Jeffrey Saul, Eastham, MA, 2017 Cayman S
Alan Silverman, Marlborough, MA, 2017 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet
Eric Ziegler, Lexington, MA, 2018 718 Boxster GTS
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48 Years

John Howatt
43 Years
Bradford Babb
Curtis Babb

Anniversaries

41 Years
Samuel Foster
Janet Foster

235 Years
Mark Greenberg
Samantha Greenberg
30 Years
Eriks Rancans
Sasha Rancans
Wayne Watt
Ann Watt
20 Years
Mark Dellafera
Michael Jay
Susan Jay
Frances Taussig
William Taussig
15 Years
William Richardson
Susan Richardson

10 Years
Richard Black
Lisa Black
Bill Davison
James Greer
Ian Greer
Alan Nugent
Jane Nugent
Kenneth Palumbo
Peter Palumbo
Nicholas Palumbo
Megan Palumbo
Eric Park
Douglass Park
Carol Rissman
Evan Tong
Anastasia Vekiardes
Lazarus Vekiarides
Paul Vincent
Helen Vincent
5 Years
Horacio Facca
Simone Facca
Eugene Gegler
Mary Gegler
Jim Gnatek
Rosemary Gnatek
Timothy Lippold
Marcy Lippold
Thomas Reale
Steven Rossi
Daniel Shadrick
Don Wheeler
Mary Wheeler
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2ND ANNUAL

DOWN EAST REGION PORSCHE CLUB OF AMERICA
FUNDRAISER TO BENEFIT THE DEMPSEY CENTER

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 2018
BUG LIGHT PARK, 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
MADISON STREET, SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE 04106
Porsches will gather along the rocky coast of Maine in an all Porsche car show to benefit the Dempsey
Center. The Dempsey Center provides free support services to anyone impacted by cancer. There will
be Porsches from all over the northeast with models ranging from the classic 1960s model 356, to the
latest Porsche 911s, Panameras, and SUVs. Air-cooled, water-cooled, rear-engine, front-engine and
mid-engine. They’ll all be there! This will be car enthusiast heaven. And all money raised will go to the
Dempsey Center. Food will be available from various food trucks and there will be opportunities to
buy Porsche memorabilia as well as to talk cars with the people who own them.

clubregistration.net/events/signUp.cfm/event/9010
Exhibit fee: $30/car for pre-registered cars, $40/car at the gate
Open to the public • Requested donation is $5/attendee
Children are welcome and those under 12 are free

™

™

By Robert Jacobsen, Treasurer
I am getting old (Bill Seymour reads this and scoffs)

Having lived in New England for essentially
my entire life and having driven to NYC more times
than I can remember, I have certainly seen some shining examples of bad drivers. However, I lived in the
Washington D.C. area for just shy of three years and
never have I witnessed anything like what I dealt with
on a daily basis commuting from Rockville, MD to Arlington, VA. Every drive to work was a two plus hour
long game of chicken with other commuters. Here in
Massachusetts we may change lanes into a spot only a
few feet longer than our vehicle, but at least there was a
spot. On the beltway, people would start changing lanes
into spots that didn’t exist and force the other drivers
to either accommodate or crash. I cannot begin to tell
you the number of accidents I personally witnessed on
a weekly basis. During weekends and off hours, the
driving experience was better, but still I felt that I had
to be much more aware and defensive down there than
I ever was while driving up here. I believe it was during
these three years of living in the D.C. area that I “aged”
and began to express much more frustration with other
drivers. Loudly articulating the problem with Driver A
as he attempted some asinine action behind the wheel,
questioning the ability to read of Driver B as numerous signs were ignored/ disobeyed, and wondering out
loud if perhaps someone had put out a contract on me
as driver C narrowly missed hitting me in what I could
swear was an intentional swerve. Now I know that I
became a crotchety old driver because my wife told me
so. See, she was in the passenger seat of our car for
those three years as we commuted together.

I turn on the radio and find myself having similar reactions to current top 40 music that my parents did back
when I was in high school. I do own a twelve year old
Xbox 360 (which is probably used 3x per year), but
that is my line in the sand for video games until I can
convince my wife to let me purchase a driving simulator set-up from VR Motion Labs. While I like to think I
keep a abreast of the ever evolving technological world
whether it is blockchain, quantum computing or autonomous vehicles, I admittedly have let the social media
world outrun me. I do not have Twitter, Snapchat or
whatever the latest and greatest social media platform
might be and I do not care. So, the fact that A. my social
media footprint is outdated and B. I could not care any
less about it, I think means I am getting old. Technology and our ability to utilize/ subjugate it for our benefit
is a significant way our society bifurcates the “young”
from the “old”. However, I offer another method….
As I look back on that period of time from 2012-2014,
How we drive and how we react to other drivers.
but also my driving life as a whole here is my “oldA report came out a few days ago that the Boston metro man” list of what should be punishable actions while
area has the worse traffic in the country. As a former driving.
commuter into the city from the Worcester area, I can
1. Texting
confirm that the rush hour traffic is indeed terrible. Anyone who has attempted to make it out to the Cape on a
2. Taking non-Bluetooth phone calls
Friday afternoon and then back home on Sunday night
3. Driving with earbuds in – I would personally be
can attest that there are few worse experiences to be had
ok if this resulted in a 90 day license suspension
in a vehicle. However does bad traffic = bad drivers?
for first time offenders, or this could be the old
Certainly in a lot of cases there is a direct correlation
guy coming through a bit strong.
between idiotic drivers causing an accident and then the
resulting traffic, but you can also have situations where
4. Applying make-up while behind the wheel. - I
traffic is just traffic. Boston is an old city with narrow,
don’t care if traffic has stopped and you can apcrooked streets. The Big Dig helped, taking down the
ply your mascara as fast the RedBull F1 team
toll booths helped, but no matter what improvements
can do a full pit stop. It inevitably creates a
are made, there is always going to be challenging traffic
delay when traffic starts to flow again and this
getting in and out of the city. Does this mean we are all
delay ripples out to all the cars behind you.
horrible drivers?
5. Traveling in the left lane on the highway.
The NOR’EASTER
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6. Hitting your brake pedal before initiating your reclining their seat too much, etc. etc. etc. So, maybe
turn signal
I am not that old yet. The larger point here though is
that as a car club that loves getting out and driving and
6a. Use your turn signal!
meeting other members, it is our bad habits behind the
7. The NTSB needs to rethink their rules regarding wheel that could eventually force us all into autonocars that have automatic driving lights which mous vehicles and the joy of driving (and shifting!) will
also illuminate the interior dashboard lights. be relegated to closed courses and tracks. While I would
The result with this brilliant idea is clueless love an autonomous vehicle for certain situations, there
drivers driving around at night thinking they are few things more enjoyable than getting up early on
have their headlights/ taillights on.
a Saturday morning and driving the back roads around
8. More difficult driving tests (both written and ac- Quabbin Reservoir before anyone else is awake. So, be
tual driving). – I really earn my old man badge polite, be aware and let’s all be better drivers.
with this one.
On a side note the Miata is still sitting and waiting to
9. Require drivers to retest with some degree of be taken out. I am probably going to taking it to NER
frequency. – This is where I might lose my old auto-x #2 and then the Palmer event in September and
man badge as this becomes a hotly contested maybe work in a couple other auto-x’s before the seatopic as people age and view this is as potential- son is over. I also still need to get a passenger seat and
harnesses.
ly jeopardizing their independence.
P.S. I’m 32.

My father’s list would include banning stereo systems
from putting out more than a certain wattage, drivers

This is from an incident at a Cars and Coffee at Katie’s in Great Falls, VA where my wife and I went for breakfast
a couple times per month. The driver of the Mercedes tried to park and ended up driving up and onto the hood
of a 458 Speciale
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Cape Cod Gruppe
During the good weather we now meet at 3 Fins Coffee
Coffee Roasters and Mercantile: https://www.threefinscoffee.com/
They are located on Rt. 28 in West Dennis. There’s a big
lot on the right of the stores and 3 Fins is at the opposite
end of the plaza.
Here’s a link to google maps: https://tinyurl.com/y9x6lko3
Normal Meeting Time: 8:30 am every Saturday,weather
permitting
The Cape Cod Porsche Gruppe is a loose knit group of
Porsche enthusiasts. About half the members are year
round residents and we have many that are summer residents or visitors. We get together for Cars & Coffee every Saturday morning. We also organize other events
such as the occasional lunch, entries in car shows, and
we usually organize a Fall Tour.
For more information email mssarli@comcast.net
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Driving Season
is here

www.southshoreautoworks.com
39
26 Marion Dr. Kingston,
MA 781-585-5587
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10 June, 2018 South of Boston (SoBo) Porsches and Coffee

Luis 2004 C4S cab
grass. About a quarter of the Porsches were first-timLisa & Yates’ 74 Targa
ers. I need to make a personal comment about today’s
A couple of days before the scheduled SoBo, the first SoBo: many of the Porsche owners I Interviewed were
this year at Sweet Berry Farm in Middletown, Rose- new owners of their Porsches and their excitement
mary and I attended a Porsche 70 year party at Inskip flowed over me and it was a very warm sharing of their
Warwick. On the way to Inskip we stopped at a big emotions, and I thank them for that.
box store and bought some stuff. The stuff filled the
“frunk”, as well as the rear jump seats. While I’m stow- One of the early arrivals were Gina and Yates Exley
ing the boxes a woman drives up alongside my Porsche parking his dad’s yellow 1974 Targa Carrera. Unfortuand takes pictures. Speaking to Rosemary she was very nately Yates’ dad has dementia and is unable to drive.
excited because it was the first time she had ever seen a Yates was with his dad when he purchased it (used with
10 k miles) in 1978. Years in storage, the Targa has
car with a trunk in front.
logged only 34k miles in it’s life. The Targa is very
Saturday morning was overcast, but no threat of rain; original and the body seems solid. Yates recently spent
the clouds kept the day pleasantly comfortable. By 11 about 10k making the Porsche safe to drive. Yates’ first
AM we had 42 Porsches lined up on the recently mowed Porsche was a 928S, which he restored and later gave

Mike 2015 911 GTS
The NOR’EASTER

Lisa & Jay 2015 Targa
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Becky & George 72 914
to his brother-in-law.

Peter 2018 718 GTS
just 32K miles just glows, and appears to be ready for
show. Scott purchased the west coast Porsche from Nathan Mertz, a writer for the Panorama magazine. Now
that his three children (two boys and younger daughter)
have left the nest it was a done deal to start looking for
a Porsche he always wanted. As a side note: Scott now
takes the trash to his garage so that he can get another look at the car; I understand that feeling. Two years
ago, when we met Wayne Carini with the Connecticut
PCA group, he stated if you don’t look back at your car
for another look, it might be time to sell it.

Awesome is how I perceived George Flessas’s green 72
914. In 1986, when he was 26 years old, he purchased
this as his first Porsche. With 36k original miles with a
1.7-liter engine now upgraded to a 2 liter, the car seems
flawless. George was looking for a Porsche that had to
be rust free, which is not the easiest to find.
What is a kicker however was the owner’s offer to include a six-cylinder engine for the 914. Being young
and wanting to just get the car and go, George left the
extra engine with the owner; in hindsight, he realizes a
Peter Moll parked his fourth Porsche on the grass, a
big mistake.
2018 GT Silver 718 GTS; this is his second new one.
Scott Koizumi who beamed with excitement through- Peter traded his 2016 Boxster S for this beauty. Asked
out the morning, recently purchased his first Porsche, what he likes best about the car he replied “the hanand it could not have been better. The red 97 C2S with dling” is a dramatic improvement.

Mike 2015 911 GTS

Scott 97 C2S
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Another recent purchase was Mike Pereire’s 2015 white
911 GTS, which has torque vectoring, aero kit, and
sport suspension options. With just 10k miles showing
on the odometer this find (Inskip of Warwick) should be
a keeper for some time. This is Mike’s fourth Porsche.

The next SoBo will be on Sunday, July 8th, 10AM
– noon at Sweet Berry Farm, 915 Mitchell’s Lane,
Middletown, RI 02842. A Porsche logo sign should
be in place directing you to the parking area. Sweet
Berry Farm is child friendly, encouraging small chil-

Lisa and Jay Roney came with her dark blue 2015
Targa, She traded a 2014 Boxster for this very clean
Porsche. With all wheel drive and more horses than
the Boxster this Porsche says GO. Lisa really likes the
Targa top and today the roof panel was stowed. Lisa
purchased the car from Porsche of Nashua.

dren to enjoy a working farm, so when entering and
exiting, drive carefully, and, as always, for any SoBo
related questions, please email me at: rr356c@aol.
com

Luis Lebron’s recently purchased a polar silver 2004
C4S cab with the factory sport exhaust option. This
is Luis’s fifth Porsche and is the fourth owner of this
low mileage (25k) car. Working part time at BMW
of Newport, his eyes said, “yes” when he saw it come
in for sale. He traded in his red 2002 Boxster for this
gleaming C4S; note the clear headlights. In the near
future Luis will determine if the IMS is an issue.

Rog Slocum
7 Alpond Drive
Newport, RI 02840
e-mail: rr356c@aol.com

By the Numbers
Primary members: 1877
Affiliate members: 1005
Total members: 2882
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Tour the
Canadian
Rockies
Experience some of North America’s best roads and destinations while
staying at the world famous Fairmont Banff Springs in Alberta, Canada.
Join the Porsche Club of America and Wild Rose Region for the Fall 2018
Treffen Banff — three days of driving, dining and exploring.

September 12-15, 2018
Fairmont Banff Springs
Banff, Alberta, Canada
®

For program information and registration details,
see the Treffen website: treffen.pca.org
or email the Treffen North America staff at: treffen@pca.org

PCA_Treffen-Banff_1 pg AD_v3r REVISE.indd 2
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Sound in Motion
High Performance Car Audio
Boston MA

617-787-7744

8 Brighton Ave. Allston MA

www.sound-in-motion.com

Images from the Thompson DE
Anker Berg-Sonne

I took a large number of pictures at the recent Thompson DE. I attempt to take pictures of every car in every
group, but naturally miss the group I am driving in, or if
am busy with something else while the group is driving.

yco5oqk4, https://tinyurl.com/y9vswh8m, and https://
tinyurl.com/ya6f6v78

Here’s a selection if some of the photos. If you are interested, you can browse all the piuctures at the following
urls: https://tinyurl.com/ycuaavac, https://tinyurl.com/
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